
Hindu	
	
	

The culmination of Hindu Art	
10th to 13th Centuries	

	
Layouts of temples become more complex.	

	
Carvings attempt to clarify the distinctions of 

attributes, emblems, weapons, costumes, 
crowns and jewels. 	

	



Ellora Caves are located in the Indian state of Maharashtra built by the 
Rashtrakuta dynasty(kannadigas). 	

	
As is traditional in Shiva temples, a large image of the sacred bull Nandi 

sits in front of the central temple. 	



Ellora represents the epitome of Indian rock-cut architecture. The 34 "caves" – 
actually structures excavated out of the vertical face of the Charanandri hills.�
�
Kailasanatha Temple at Ellora, Rashtrakuta period, 8th-9th century. 	



�
�
The central temple - Nandi Mantapa or Mandapa - houses the Lingam. �
�
	



There are many sculptural images in the caves. 
Lakshmi seated in a lotus pond, with Shiva 
dancing in the skin of the elephant demon, and 
Ravana shaking the mountain on which Shiva 
and Parvati are seated.	



Many scenes from the Ramayana as well as other stories are depicted.�
Shiva receiving the river goddess Ganga, Ellora	



By about the l3th century most of the country was 
under the control of the sultans in Deli and all 
temple building stopped. 	
It does not return until the 17th century.	
	
The tendency to absorb the Muslim idioms is seen 
in miniature painting as the two cultures mix in 
these forms.	
	
Mughal paintings produced in the Rajput courts 
focused on epic stories of Rama and Krishna.	



Hindu		
	

Revival: 15th to 18th Centuries	
	

At the very end of the 12th century Northern 
India was overwhelmed by Muslim invasion 

from Afghanistan and Central Asia.	
	



What little temple building existed harked back to 
earlier traditions so are considered to be 
‘revivalist’ in spirit.	
	
Mughal architecture was also integrated into 
Indian Temple building.            Varadaraja Temple.	



Islam came to India as early as the 7th Century. Muslim 
rulers dominated the north from about the 12th century. 	
The Mughal Rulers were Muslim but unified the diverse 
people and beliefs in India in about the 16th century. 	



Muslim Art—	
Just as the religion 
of Islam embodies a 
way of life and 
serves as a cohesive 
force among 
ethnically and 
culturally diverse 
peoples, the art 
produced by and for 
Muslim societies 
has basic 
identifying and 
unifying 
characteristics. 	
	



The most salient of these 
is the predilection for all-
over surface decoration. 	
	
The four basic 
components of Islamic 
ornament are 
calligraphy, vegetal 
patterns, geometric 
patterns, and figural 
representation.	



Born in Mecca, in western Arabia, Muhammad (ca. 570–632), last in the line 
of Judeo-Christian prophets, received his first revelation in 610. 	
Muslims believe that the word of God was revealed to him by the archangel 
Gabriel in Arabic, who said, “Recite in the name of thy Lord …” (Sura 96)	
These revelations were later written down in the Qur’an. 	


